Add folding capability to your KR card attaching system using the KR 219 RSF.

Roll the KR 219 RSF inline with your card attaching system to score and fold a variety of paper products. An in-feed registration system ensures accuracy and reliability. Dual scoring wheels adjust across the entire paper path for maximum flexibility. Setups are fast and easy using the sliding bed arrangement for aligning the score with the fold plate.

Use the KR 219 RSF in-line with most brands of inkjet bases and card attaching systems.

For additional folds, use the KR 219 FM.

Key Benefits
- Combines operations improving productivity
- Integrates with KR inkjet bases
- Heavy-duty construction

Features:
- Side register in-feed for consistent folding
- Two adjustable scoring wheels
- Vacuum top holds piece throughout the scoring and folding process
- Exceptionally quick setup
- Single and bi-fold configuration
- Runs in-line with most standard mail and attaching systems

Specifications:
- Electrical Requirements: 220 VAC, single phase 50/60 Hz 30 amps
- Maximum Operating Speed: 300 fpm
- Note: Production speeds are product dependent.
- Media: Minimum: 5"W x 4"L
  Maximum: 17" W x 14" L
  Thickness: 20 – 90 lb single sheet
- Options: Run Z-folds using KR 219 Z, inline folder